
 
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
#40000557 White 9” x 12” 6mm Foam Sheet (1) 
#40000818 Royal Blue 10mm Pompoms, 100 pc. (1 pk) 
#40000817 Light Christmas Colors (red & white) Tinsel Pompoms, 20 pc. (3 pks) 
#34734154 Bright Colors Star Acrylic Beads, 230+ pc. (1 pk) 
 
Tools & Other Supplies Needed 
Clear Drying Child Safe Glue 
Ruler 
Pencil 
Scissors 
Shallow disposable container for glue 
Needle Nose Pliers (optional) 
 
Techniques to Know 
Basic Cutting & Gluing 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Measure up 5 ½” from the bottom of the short side of the foam sheet and use a pencil 
to draw a cutting line.  Use scissors to cut the foam sheet along that line. 

2. Pour glue into a shallow dipping container.  
3. Starting on the upper left-hand side of the 5 ½” high foam sheet, carefully dip 

individual blue pompoms into the glue and glue on a row of eight blue pompoms, side 
by side.  Repeat this step six more times so the rows of blue pompoms are lined up 
below the first row. 

4. To the right of the rows of blue pompoms, glue a row of seven red tinsel pompoms 
across the remainder of the top of the white foam sheet. 

5. Glue a row of seven white tinsel pompoms below the red pompoms. 
6. Glue a row of seven red tinsel pompoms below the previous row of white tinsel 

pompoms. 
7. Below the previous row of red tinsel pompoms, glue a row of ten white tinsel 

pompoms across the entire width of the white foam sheet. 
8. Below the previous row of white tinsel pompoms, glue a row of ten red tinsel 

pompoms. 
9. Below the previous row of red tinsel pompoms, glue a row of ten white tinsel 

pompoms. 
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10. Use fingers (or needle nose pliers) to pick up a blue star bead.  Dip the back side of the 
star bead into glue and press it down in between four blue pompoms.  Repeat this 
step to add alternating rows of four and three blue star beads between the blue 
pompoms.  Allow glue to dry. 

 
Skill Level: Beginner 
Approximate Crafting Time: 30 Min.  
 


